
TCP in combination with FIFO fills the gateway buffers.
Due to its large size, the queue rarely drains completely in
spite of a temporary smaller congestion window if packets
are dropped resulting in good throughput and link utilization.
However, this benefit has to be paid dearly in terms of long
telnet delay (as shown in [21]), frequent packet drops and
poor fairness.

RED gateways provide acceptable throughput and fair-
ness in this scenario. The throughput degradation of RED
compared to FIFO is caused by RED’s property of enforcing
lower buffer utilization. As the RED algorithm is still based
on TCP congestion control, lower buffer utilization causes
temporary link-underutilization in times of a small conges-
tion window and thereby loss of throughput.

BUC outperforms RED and FIFO in terms of troughput,
link utilization and especially fairness.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The BUC algorithm divides time into “epochs”. In steady
state, one epoch lasts for two end-to-end round-trip-times. At
the beginning of each epoch the window is updated. Consid-
ering some assumptions (see section 3.4), the window is
immediately updated to its optimum size achieving conver-
gence of the per-conversation-queue-size within one epoch.

Additionally, BUC is efficient in terms of consuming neg-
ligible computing power at the gateway as it only requires a
few instructions per packet arrival and departure in addition
to fair queueing13.

Due to RFCN, the BUC algorithm is able to control the
transmission rate of transport protocols, originally not able
to interact with a congestion avoidance algorithm executed
in the net. Nowadays approximately 40 million of such “non
cooperative” TCP agents exist on the Internet. If used in
combination with RFCN, the BUC algorithm should satisfy
the need to be able to control the data-flow of these TCP
agents without having to perform 40 million TCP-updates.
The major disadvantage of RFCN is its restricted usability in
networks with a connectionless network layer (section 2.2).

We conclude this paper with an outlook on future
research on BUC gateways and RFCN:
• To investigate the performance of BUC under real-life con-

ditions the BUC algorithm will be integrated in a system for
LAN interconnection via satellite [25].

• An analytical stability analysis and more simulations show-
ing the convergence behavior of BUC in various environ-
ments in addition to a detailed performance analysis are
planned within a future paper.

• In recent research the poor end-to-end performance of TCP
over ATM has been investigated [26]. Our simulations [21]
give an indication that BUC is well suited to perform con-
gestion avoidance in very-high-speed networks. Investigat-
ing the ability of BUC in combination with RFCN to
control the TCP traffic in ATM networks emerges as a
promising field of future research.

13Note that the window update (requiring several instructions) only happens
once per epoch.
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siderably shorter convergence times and thereby performance
increase especially on LFPs.

Data-receivers frequently altering their advertised window
or frequent changes in high-priority traffic demand (causing
changes in the bandwidth available to best-effort traffic) in-
troduce noise into BUC’s control mechanism. The conver-
gence behavior of BUC for these scenarios has been
simulated in [21].

Simulation environment:

Figure 6 Network topology

• Packet size: 1000 bytes
• Advertised TCP window: 64 packets
• Simulation duration 50 sec.
• BUC parameters: TBU = 60000 bytes, down = 0.5, up = 1.25, Winit = 64

packets. Traces are taken at the BUC gateway (the bottleneck gateway).
• Gateway buffersize = 1M bytes.
• FTP 1 starts to send at 0 seconds, FTP 2 starts at 10 seconds, FTP3 starts

at 20 seconds of simulation time.

Figure 7 Convergence behavior of the BUC algorithm

For the first 10 seconds, only FTP1 is active. Buffer utili-
zation stays below the TBU as the data-receiver restricts the
maximum window to 64 packets11. At 10 seconds of simula-
tion time FTP2 starts to send. The TQL is set to 30000 bytes
(TBU divided by the number of conversations). The per-con-
versation-queue for FTP1 converges to the new TQL as
shown in the figure. So does the FTP2-queue after a spike
caused by TCP overrunning the conversation’s bandwidth at
“slowstart” [2]. The spike in the per-conversation-queue for
FTP2 directly translates into a spike in the graph for the sum
of all per-conversation-queues, as shown in figure 7 at about
10 seconds of simulation time. However BUC adjusts the
window for the FTP2-TCP entity, the FTP2-queue converges
to the TQL and the sum of all per-conversation-queues to the
TBU12. The same proceedings happen when FTP3 starts to
send at 20 seconds of simulation time.

11 Bandwidth*2*propagation delay = 16000 bytes. The advertised receiver
window equals 64000 bytes. Hence only 64000 -16000 = 48000 bytes can
be stored in the per-conversation queue (see figure 7)

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section presents a brief outline of the performance
evaluation done in [21]. In a specific scenario, the perfor-
mance of the BUC gateway is compared to RED [8] with and
without ECN [9] and simple FIFO queueing with drop-tail
packet dropping. Performance metrics are bulk data (FTP)
throughput, fairness and link utilization.

Simulation environment:

Figure 8 Network topology

• Packet size: 1000 bytes
• Receiver’s advertised window: 300 packets
• Simulation duration 2000 sec (this turned out to be long enough for con-

vergence of the metrics).
• All traffic sources start to send at 0 seconds of simulation time
• RED parameters: wq = 0.002, minth = 40000, maxth = 80000 bytes, maxp

= 50. This matches the parameter settings recommended in [8].
• BUC parameters: TBU = 60000 bytes, down = 0.5, up = 1.25, Winit = 64

packets
• Gateway buffersize = 300K bytes
• Gateway 1 executes BUC with RFCN, RED without ECN, RED with

ECN, simple FIFO with drop-tail packet dropping. Traces are taken at
gateway 1.

Abbreviations:
• TP: Throughput in packets
• N: Number of conversations
• SumTP: Sum-throughput of all conversations
• Lutil: Link utilization

Link utilization is computed as follows:

We use mean deviation as a metric for fairness:

12Note that the total buffer utilization does not converge exactly to the TBU.
However, this is not caused by a malfunction of the BUC algorithm, but by
a property of our simulator implementation: In the NS simulator, windows
are specified in packets. Deviation from the TQL (and thereby from the
TBU) may occur as packets are a rather large unit (1000 bytes). In real net-
works, the unit of BUC windows is bytes. Hence the BUC algorithm will
compute the window accurately providing exact convergence to the TBU.
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(TQL-Q(te
i)) packets. Now packets are again strobed into

the net by TCP self-clocking, hence the queue length stays

constant untilte
i+1. We can deriveQ(te

i+1) as follows:

Q(te
i+1) = Q(te

i) + (TQL-Q(te
i)) = TQL.

• If Q(te
i)>TQL the window is decreased by (Q(te

i)-TQL)

packets. The data-sender stops transmitting (Wi -Wi -1)

=(Q(te
i)-TQL) inter-ACK-arrivaltimes prior to the depar-

ture ofPv
i+1 hence the queue-length is decreased by(Q(te

i)-
TQL) packets. During the convergence period packets are
again strobed into the net by TCP self-clocking, hence the

queue length stays constant untilte
i+1. We can derive

Q(te
i+1) as follows:Q(te

i+1) = Q(te
i) - (Q(te

i)-TQL) = TQL.

• If Q(te
i)=TQL the window stays constant and the allegation

Q(te
i+1) = TQL is true in a trivial sense.

We have shown that considering the above assumptions
convergence of the per-conversation-queue-size to the TQL
within one epoch (respectively one window update) can be
achieved in all possible cases. However, there are still two
more system non-linearities to be considered. Neglecting the

first assumption, the termQ(te
i) may be zero or equal to the

total buffer size. In the first case, the maximum possible win-
dow increase equals theTQL. In the latter case, the maxi-
mum possible window decrease equals the total buffersize
minus theTQL. Although computing the optimum window
by one update is impossible if one of these “endpoints” is
reached, the BUC algorithm performs steps to move away
from an endpoint8.

If Wi is larger thanWi -1, the data-sender may send a burst

of (Wi -Wi -1) packets when updating its window toWi . In
order to avoid extensive bursts we recommend to restrict the
maximum window increase of the BUC algorithm. In our

simulations we use a maximumWi of 1.25Wi -1. Restricting
the maximum increase (respectively decrease - see section
3.3.1) is an additional reason for requiring more that one
window update to achieve the desired window size.

If the data-sender does not fully utilize its window the

per-conversation queue decays. Assume,Wi -1 already equals

the optimum window for the conversation andQ(te
i) equals

zero as the data-sender does not fully utilize its window. In

this caseWi is computed as (TQL + Wi -1) instead of leaving
the window unchanged. To restrict this undesirable effect,
we recommend to limit the maximum possible window com-
puted by the BUC-algorithm - for instance to the maximum
advertised receiver-window ever seen during the lifetime of
the per-conversation queue9. We argue that although tempo-
rary underutilization of the window may in turn cause a
“wrong” computation of the window size by the BUC algo-
rithm, this should not lead to congestion problems at the

8 Similar system non-linearities are discussed in [7].
9 Note, that the value in ACK header field is anyway restricted by the receiv-

er’s advertised window (see section 2.1).

gateway as the per-conversation-queue-size is below the
TQL anyway. As soon as the data-sender increases its trans-
mission-rate (i.e. uses its window), the per-conversation-
queue-size will increase again and the BUC-algorithm com-
putes the window correctly.

4 BUC STATE DIAGRAM

Figure 5 BUC State Diagram

Two states in this diagram have not been explained so far:
• Initialization: The BUC algorithm is invoked when the per-

conversation-queue-length of a TCP conversation first ex-

ceeds theTQL. Wi andWi -1 are set toWinit, the initial win-
dow. Winit should be set by the network administrator based
on his knowledge about the bandwidth*delay product of
conversations10.

• Terminated: If a per-conversation-queue is idle for some
seconds, the conversation is considered as terminated.

In case the buffer overflows a packet from the longest per-
conversation-queue is dropped.

According to our control goal (section 3.2) only TCP con-
versations are controlled by the BUC algorithm. In case a
non-TCP conversation overutilizes the link served by the
BUC-gateway, merely its own per-conversation-queue is
increased causing the conversation’s packets to be dropped at
buffer overflow. Although this may cause deviation of the
total buffer utilization from theTBU, TCP conversations are
not affected due to separation in per-conversation-queues.

5 CONVERGENCE BEHAVIOR OF BUC

The BUC and RFCN mechanisms have been implemented
in the NS network simulator [24]. In [21] several distinct sce-
narios are simulated, illustrating the ability of BUC to make
buffer utilization converge to theTBU. Additionally, the con-
vergence-behavior of BUC is compared to a prior version of
the BUC algorithm which is similar to the DEC-bit scheme
[6] in design. Contrary to these schemes, BUC is not based on
a slow addidative window-increase mechanism causing con-

10 In many networks the bandwidth*delay product of conversations is not
even approximately known. Hence it is often impossible for the network
administrator to determine a good choice forWinit. However, the BUC al-
gorithm guarantees fast convergence to theTBU as shown by simulations
in section 5 and [21]. Alternatively,Winit may be updated at each ACK ar-
rival to the value of the window field in the ACK header until BUC is in-
voked. This results in aWinit equal to the receiver’s advertised window for
the bottleneck gateway.
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directly at the data-sender, packetPv
i arrives at the gateway

with no delay compared to the window update (tv
i=te

i). For
any location of the gateway the following inequation is valid:

te
i≤tv

i≤tc
i. Note that this heuristic approach to determine the

length of the waiting period may cause a longer waiting
period than necessary in case the gateway is not located
directly at the data-receiver. However, the purpose of the
waiting period is to guarantee that all packets arriving during

the convergence period belong toWi . As we can not assume
knowledge about the location of the gateway the longest pos-
sible waiting period has to be considered.

Updating the data-sender’s window toWi earlier than
assumed by the gateway means that the data-sender sends

earlier than expected with a rateWi /RTT. This is no problem

if Wi is larger thanWi -1. However, ifWi is small compared

to Wi -1, it may take a long time until the waiting period is

over (i.e. (Wi -1-Q(tw
i)) packets arrived) as the data-sender

sends partially with a rateWi /RTT during the waiting period.
For example, if the gateway is located directly at the data-

sender andWi is updated to one packet, the waiting period

lasts for (Wi -1-Q(tw
i)) RTTs: The data-sender’s window is

immediately updated toWi , hence it only sends one packet

per RTT. The waiting period equals the duration of (Wi -1-

Q(tw
i)) packet arrivals, hence it lasts for (Wi -1-Q(tw

i)) RTTs.
We can avoid this undesirable behavior by restricting the

maximum window decrease: IfWi is kept larger thanWi -1/2,
the maximum elongation of the waiting period equals one

RTT (in the above example,Wi -1 would be 2 packets and

Q(tw
i) would be zero in the worst case; hence (Wi -1-Q(tw

i))
packets would arrive within two RTTs).

Additionally, Wi must never be set to zero as this could
cause a deadlock: If the data-sender’s window is updated to

Wi earlier than assumed by the gateway, the gateway still
waits for some packets for completion of the waiting period
when the data-sender’s rate already equals zero. As the data-
sender’s rate equals zero, these packets will never arrive and
the algorithm is deadlocked. To avoid this undesirable
behavior we recommend a minimum window of one TCP
segment.

3.3.2 Removing Assumption2: The Data-Sender does
not fully utilize its Window

Assumption2 may be violated due to the following rea-
sons:
• The data-sender temporarily has no data to send.
• The TCP congestion window is smaller than the send win-

dow, i.e, the data-sender’s actual sent window equals the
congestion window and BUC has no control on the data-
senders packet flow. This may happen in times of a small
congestion window at TCP-slowstart [2] at conversation-
establishment respectively after packet loss.

• The BUC gateway does not serve the bottleneck link of the

conversation. According to our network model in section
1.2, we may neglect this case as the window at the data-
sender will not be updated to the window computed at this
BUC gateway but to the window computed by the bottle-
neck gateway.

If the data-sender does not fully utilize its window, wait-
ing and convergence periods (and thereby the epoch) may be
elongated. Additionally per-conversation-queues will decay.
This has an implication on the calculation of the window
size, as examined in section 3.4.

3.3.3 Removing Assumption3: Disturbance of TCP-
Self Clocking

So far, we have implicitly assumed that the packet-spac-
ing is constant (i.e. incoming traffic at the gateway is not
bursty). This assumption generally fails for the data-flow of
data-senders using window based flowcontrol, but generally
holds for TCP due to its self clocking mechanism. However,
TCP self clocking may be disturbed (i.e. bursts could be
sent) due to effects like “ack-compression” [22], at fast
recovery as explained in [23] or due to the “delayed ACKs”
mechanism [20].

To minimize the noise introduced into BUC’s control by
the disturbance of self clocking control actions could be
invoked at packet departure and not at packet arrival at a per-
conversation-queue. The goal of self-clocking is to send
packets with a rate equal to the service rate of the bottleneck
gateway. Invoking control actions at packet departure from
the bottleneck gateway means performing control actions
dependent on the bottleneck service rate. Hence the BUC-
entity at the bottleneck gateway (which is the only one
affecting the data-sender’s window, see section 1.2) always
has the impression of an optimum self-clocking-mechanism.
However, invoking control actions at packet departure
enforces a re-design of the BUC algorithm within a future
paper.

3.4 Design of the Control Law

The optimum control policy requires only one window
update to adjust the window to its correct size and thereby
causes convergence of the per-conversation queue-length to
the TQL within one epoch. To be able to approximate this
policy the following assumptions are required:

• 0<�Q(te
i)<total buffer-size

• The conversation’s servicerate at the bottleneck stays con-

stant from tv
i until te

i+1.

The policy how to update the window is given as follows:

Control law:Wi  = Wi -1+ (TQL - Q(te
i))

We show that considering the above assumptions, this

control law causesQ(te
i+1) to match theTQL:

• If Q(te
i)<TQL the window is increased by (TQL-Q(te

i))

packets. Subsequently to the arrival ofPv
i+1 a burst of (Wi -

Wi -1) = (TQL-Q(te
i)) packets arrives at the conversation’s

forward queue causing the queue-length to increase by



Figure 2 Wi -1 packets and ACKs are in the pipe attw
i

At the arrival ofAw
i, the data-sender updates its window

and transmitsPv
i. All packets arriving at the forward queue

subsequently toPv
i belong toWi , defining a limit for the

duration of the waiting period. An amount ofx1+x2+ x3

packets and ACKs are in the pipe between the conversation’s

forward queue andAw
i at the backward queue, hence

x1+x2+ x3 packets will be received by the forward queue

prior to Pv
i (considering assumption3,x2+ x3 of these pack-

ets are sent in response tox2+ x3 ACKs stored in the pipe

betweenAw
i and the data-sender). Hence the waiting period

may conclude afterx1+x2+ x3 = Wi -1-Q(tw
i) packet arrivals.

At the end of the convergence period (te
i+1) the window is

updated based on a measurement of the per-conversation-

queue-length. To be able to determine the effect ofWi  on the
queue length we have to ensure convergence of the queue

length before making a measurement. Successively toPv
i the

data-sender transmits a burst of(Wi -Wi -1) packets if

Wi ≥Wi -1. If Wi<Wi -1, the data-sender stops sending(Wi -1-

Wi ) inter-ACK-arrivaltimes prior to the departure ofPv
i. In

the first case the queue length is increased by(Wi -Wi -1)
packets (see figure 3), in the latter case the queue length is

decreased by(Wi -1-Wi ) packets (see figure 4). However, in
any of these cases the “second window of packets” belong-

ing to Wi  is strobed into the net with the bottleneck service
rate by TCP self clocking (which is invoked by the first win-

dow of packets belonging toWi ), hence the queue length has

converged to some constant value. Waiting forWi  packets

since the arrival ofPv
i means waiting for the first packet of

the second window of packets belonging toWi . Hence the

convergence period may conclude afterWi  packet arrivals

since the arrival ofPv
i.

The duration of the waiting period equals one RTT (plus

Wi -1-Wi inter-ACK-arrivaltimes in case the window is
decreased). The minimum duration of the convergence

period is one RTT. In caseWi  is larger than the bottleneck-
bandwidth∗RTT product, the convergence period may last
longer. The total time between two window updates (the

epoch length) equals the time required for ((Wi -1-Q(tw
i)

+Wi ) packet arrivals, as shown in figure 3 and figure 4:

Figure 3 Epoch length example,Wi>Wi -1

Figure 4 Epoch length example,Wi<Wi -1

3.3.1 Removing Assumption1: The Gateway is not lo-
cated directly at the Data-Receiver

If the gateway is located directly at the data-receiver,

packet Pv
i arrives at the conversation’s forward queue

exactly at the start of the convergence period (tv
i=tc

i), as
illustrated in figure 3 and figure 4. In case the BUC gateway

is “closer to the data-sender”, less than (Wi -1-Q(tw
i)) packets

arrive at the conversation’s forward queue until the arrival of

packet Pv
i (tv

i<tc
i). Assuming, the gateway is located
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3.2 Choice of the Target Buffer Utilization (TBU)

The choice of the TBU reflects a trade-off between mean
queueing delay, packet loss and loss of bandwidth. If the
TBU is small, the probability of bandwidth loss increases,
the mean queueing delay and the probability for packet loss
decrease. If we choose a large TBU, the mean queueing
delay and the probability for packet loss increase while the
likelihood of bandwidth loss decreases.

There are basically two ways to determine the TBU,
depending on the memory management at the BUC gateway:
• The gateway allocates one buffer per output port. In this

case, the control-goal is defined as making the sum of the
queue-lengths of conversations controlled by the BUC al-
gorithm (i.e. TCP conversations) converge to the TBU. To
distribute bufferspace in a fair manner, the TQL is comput-
ed as the TBU divided by the number of TCP conversations
sharing the output link. The TQL has to be updated at TCP-
conversation setup and release. Note that this approach
makes mean queueing delay a function of the number of
TCP conversations sharing the output-port (if the number of
TCP conversations is large, the TQL for each conversation
will be small and vice versa).

• The gateway allocates buffers per conversation (this ap-
proach is used in [7]). Justified by the assumption that sys-
tem noise is symmetric, the TBU and the TQL are set to half
the buffer-size: As control tracks the system noise, the dis-
tribution of the controlled per-conversation-queue-size is
symmetric around the TBU. Hence a TBU of half the buff-
er-size balances the trade-offs mentioned above.

Either of the two approaches and any value for the TBU7

can be chosen without loss of generality. In our simulations
we decided to use the approach with buffer allocation per
output-port.

3.3 Choice of the Epoch Length

We denote the time interval between subsequent window
updates as an “epoch”. Similar to the DEC-bit scheme [6],
the epoch length is measured in terms of the number of pack-
ets received at a forward queue. The correct choice of the
epoch length is a critical point in the design of a congestion
avoidance algorithm. Prematurely altering the window
before having knowledge about the effect of the new window
size on the network may cause overcorrection and oscilla-
tions. On the other hand, the time interval between subse-
quent window updates should be as short as possible to
provide fast convergence of the per-conversation-queue-
length to the TQL.

To be able to determine the size of the new window we
have to watch the effect of the current window on the per-
conversation-queue-length. The effect of the current window
is not seen immediately when the window is computed at the
gateway. Hence we have to introduce a “waiting period”,
where the algorithm does nothing but wait for the first packet
“belonging to the current window”, i.e. the first packet sent
by the data-sender when its window has been updated to the

7 Of course the TBU is restricted by zero and the total buffer-size.

current window. At the end of the waiting period we are sure
that all following packets belong to the current window.
Hence the “convergence period” may start. At the end of the
convergence period (respectively the beginning of a new
epoch) the window is updated. The following definitions are
required:

• epochi: A series of epochs.

• Pl
i-1: Last packet ofepochi-1 arriving at the forward

queue. This packet triggers the start ofepochi and

thereby the computation ofWi at time te
i.

• Wi : Window ofepochi; unit: packets.

• Aw
i: Next ACK arriving at the backward queue after te

i;

with arrival timetw
i. This ACK starts the waiting

period.

• Pv
i: First packet belonging toWi that arrives at the con-

versation’s forward queue; with arrival timetv
i.

• Q(t): Length of the per-conversation-queue at timet.

• tc
i: Arrival time of the (Wi -1-Q(tw

i))th packet since the

start of the waiting period. Additionally,tc
i denotes

the end of the waiting and the begin of the conver-

gence period ofepochi.

To be able to determine the length of the waiting and the
convergence period, we define assumptions which are con-
secutively removed throughout the following subsections:
• Assumption1: The bottleneck server is “at the data-receiv-

er”, i.e. the delay of the bottleneck link connecting the BUC
gateway and the data-receiver equals zero.

• Assumption2: The data-sender always has a full window of
data in the pipe (in other words, the data sender fully utiliz-
es the window advertised by the BUC gateways).

• Assumption3: TCP self clocking [2]: When the window is
updated, the data-sender may send a burst or stop sending
for some time. However, if the window is not updated, the
data-sender transmits exactly one packet in response to one
ACK. The data-receiver always transmits one ACK in re-
sponse to one packet. The spacing of these ACKs matches
the conversation’s service-rate at the bottleneck server, as
shown in [2]. Hence the data-sender strobes evenly spaced
packets into the net with a rate matching the conversation’s
service-rate at the bottleneck link.

Assume that the arrival ofPl
i-1 has triggered the computa-

tion of Wi  and the start ofepochi at timete
i. The next ACK

arriving at the backward queue (Aw
i) starts the waiting

period. Considering assumption 1,Aw
i equals the ACK sent

by the data-receiver in response toPe
i andtw

i equalste
i. Aw

i

is the first ACK with a window-field updated toWi by the
BUC algorithm. Due to assumption1,2,3, and assuming a full

window of packets belonging toWi -1 has already been sent

by the data-sender, a total ofWi -1 packets and ACKs are

stored in the pipe attw
i, whereWi -1 = x1+ Q(tw

i)+x2+ x3:



Usability of BUC and RFCN:
• The BUC algorithm has basically no restrictions affecting

its usability in packet switching networks. It may be used
not only in combination with RFCN, but with any signaling
mechanism able to notify the data-sender about the calcu-
lated window.

• RFCN makes the assumption thatall ACKs andall packets
are passing the gateway. This assumption is generally true
for gateways in networks with a connection oriented net-
work layer. However, the assumption generally fails for in-
termediate routers in networks with a connectionless
network layer (e.g. Internet). In the latter case, RFCN may
only be implemented considering the network topology, for
instance in gateways located at the edge of an isolated LAN.

The use of a hash function is suggested for address
lookup (i.e. matching of packets to their corresponding per-
conversation-queues). Efficient hashing schemes are pro-
posed in [10] and [18]. An interaction of RFCN and the BUC
algorithm with the address lookup scheme has to be consid-
ered: Some hashing schemes may generate more than one
queue per conversation at an output-port in case of collu-
sions. If this happens, the BUC algorithm has to calculate
only one window based on the total bufferspace occupied by
the conversation (i.e. the sum of the queue-lengths of all
queues belonging to this conversation at an output-port is
used to calculate the window). Additionally, the calculated
window has to be written into all ACK-header-fields of all
backward-queues belonging to this conversation. However,
we leave the selection of the address lookup scheme up to
the implementor and assume that each conversation uses
exactly one backward and one forward queue at distinct out-
put-ports of the gateway.

2.2 Properties of RFCN

As only the common window based flowcontrol mecha-
nism has to be provided by the transport protocol, RFCN has
the ability of controlling the data flow of transport entities
without needing cooperative transport protocols. This is
probably the most important feature of RFCN as it makes the
deployment of the BUC algorithm (or whichever congestion
avoidance algorithm uses RFCN) extremely easy. Strictly
speaking, in networks where it is impossible to install a new
congestion avoidance mechanism in all hosts, RFCN is the
only possible signaling mechanism.

Using RFCN, the time interval between congestion detec-
tion at the gateway and throttling of a data-sender’s packet-
flow equals the delay from the BUC gateway to the data-
sender. Note that this is the shortest possible time for conges-
tion notification of data-senders.

In interaction with TCP, RFCN necessitates some points
to be considered:
• TCP data-receivers have to avoid the silly window syn-

drome [19]. The silly window syndrome is caused by the
data-receiver advancing the right window edge whenever it
has any new buffer space available to receive data and by
the sender using any incremental window, no matter how
small. The result can be a stable pattern of sending tiny da-
tagrams, even though both data-sender and data-receiver

have a large total buffer space for the conversation, causing
poor performance. To avoid the silly window syndrome, the
value written in the ACK-header-field by the BUC algo-
rithm should equal either zero or at least one TCP-segment-
size. The TCP-segment-size can be derived at conversation
setup by keeping track of the “maximum segment size
(MSS)” option. Alternatively, the IP-datagram size can be
used as an indication for the TCP-segment-size (the BUC-
layer is considered to be located on top of IP hence data-
grams should be defragmented when passed to the BUC-
layer).

• With TCP conversations using the “window scale option”
[20], the “window-scale-factor” has to be applied to the
window calculated by the BUC algorithm before updating
the window field in the ACK header. The window-scale-
factor can be derived at conversation setup by keeping track
of the “option field” in the TCP header.

• RFC 1122 ([19]) recommends that the TCP-data-receiver
should not shrink its advertised window, i.e., move the right
window edge to the left. The “usable window” is defined as
the portion of unsent data the data-sender is allowed to send
without receiving a new window update, i.e., the sequence
number range between the next sequence number to send
and the right edge of the window. Shrinking the window
may cause the data-sender’s usable window to become neg-
ative, i.e., the right window edge point to a sequence
number below the next sequence number to send. RFC
1122 demands that TCP data-sendersmust be robust against
window shrinking. We argue that also TCP’s congestion
control mechanism may cause a negative usable window
when the congestion window is decreased. Congestion con-
trol is implemented in all acceptable TCP derivatives hence
data-senders have to be able to deal with negative usable
windows. However, in practice poor TCP implementations
could react confused on negative usable windows. We pro-
pose a small modification to the BUC algorithm to avoid
window shrinking in [21].

3 DESIGN OF THE BUC ALGORITHM

3.1 Overview of the Algorithm

As any other congestion avoidance mechanism, BUC has
to provide “convergence to efficiency” and “convergence to
fairness”:
• Convergence to efficiency means convergence of per-con-

versation-queue lengths to the Target Queue Length (TQL)
and thereby convergence of the total buffer utilization to the
Target Buffer Utilization (TBU). Obviously, once buffer
utilization converged to the TBU packet loss or bandwidth
loss is precluded. The TBU is set by the network adminis-
trator to a fraction of the total bufferspace at an output port.

• Fair queueing ensures per-conversation-queue-sizes de-
pendent on the deviation of the conversation’s transmission
rate from its fair share of link bandwidth. As the TQL is the
same for all conversations, and the same window control
function is applied to all conversations, link bandwidth and
bufferspace are automatically distributed in a fair manner
between the conversations.



1.2 Network Model

The network consists of nodes interconnected via links.
Nodes are either data-senders, data-receivers or server (rout-
ers, switches, gateways). Links are specified by bandwidth
and delay. The network is utilized by a set of conversations.
A conversation is modelled as an unidirectional flow of data
from a data-sender over a series of servers to a data-receiver.
Data-sender and data-receiver are (TCP) transport entities.
Packets containing user data are sent from the data-sender to
the data-receiver. Acknowledgments (ACKs) are sent from
the data-receiver to the data-sender.

We assume that all conversations can be controlled by the
BUC algorithm (this assumption will be relaxed in later
chapters). Furthermore we assume a connection oriented net-
work layer. For ease of explanation, we assume that a con-
versation’s packets are of constant size3. Additionally, we
completely neglect throughput restrictions due to a lack of
computing power at nodes.

A conversation’s route is given by a data-sender, a series
of servers and a data-receiver interconnected via links. A
conversation’s bottleneck server transmits on a link with
minimum bandwidth available for this conversation along
the conversation’s route. Persistent queueing only occurs at
the bottleneck server. All other servers will be idle most of
the time. If the BUC algorithm is implemented at all bottle-
neck servers of the network, adequate buffer utilization of
bottleneck servers should be provided, solving the conges-
tion problem in the whole net. In other words, all bottleneck
servers have to be BUC-gateways4.

1.3 Related Work

The design of the BUC algorithm, is influenced to a high
degree by ideas originally proposed for the DEC-Bit scheme
[6] and for S. Keshav’s “Packet Pair Scheme” [7].

BUC gateways require per-conversation-queues at output-
ports, scheduled by a fair round-robin mechanism. Packets
arriving at a single per-conversation-queue are served in
FIFO order. Fair Queuing, the particular mechanism used in
this paper is investigated in [5], [10], [11] and [12]. Fair
queueing emulates “bit-by-bit” round robin (i.e. transmission
of one bit of per-conversation-queue one, then one bit of per-
conversation-queue two, and so on) by computing a so called
“bid-number” for each packet. The packet to be transmitted
is the one with the minimum bid-number. Bit-by-bit round
robin fulfils the max-min fairness criterion, as shown in [5].
Derivatives of the fair queueing mechanism, addressing
complexity issues, are proposed in [13], [14] and [15].

Window based flow-control schemes using round robin
scheduling are discussed in [16], [17]. The RED algorithm, a
congestion avoidance mechanism executed in gateways
designed to interoperate with TCP, is proposed in [8] and [9].

3 In this paper the unit of the BUC-window is packets. The BUC algorithm
can easily be adapted to deal with varying packet sizes per conversation if
windows are specified in units of bytes rather than in packets.

4 Note that even if the BUC algorithm is not implemented in all bottleneck
servers at least adequate buffer utilization (and thereby congestion avoid-
ance) in BUC gateways can be assured.

2 BUC GATEWAYS WITH RFCN

2.1 Principles of BUC and RFCN

BUC’s goals are to keep the overall buffer utilization at an
output-port in a desired range and, while doing this, provid-
ing fairness to the controlled conversations. To be able to
control the data-flow of conversations, the BUC algorithm
computes a window depending on the state of the conversa-
tion’s queue during a well defined time interval.

Additionally, we propose a novel signaling mechanism to
allow controlling of a data-sender’s flow by BUC: RFCN -
Reverse Feedback Congestion Notification. RFCN is appli-
cable to any transport protocol with sliding window flow
control, e.g. TCP. Window flow control requires that the
data-receiver transmits it´s available buffersize to the data-
sender in a window-field in the ACK-header. The BUC algo-
rithm may update the credit value in this window field to its
computed window. The TCP data-sender in turn updates its
“send-window” [1] to the value in the window-field in the
ACK header. The actual sent TCP window (the window con-
trolling TCP’s packet flow into the net) is defined as the min-
imum of send-window and congestion-window.

Each conversation maintains two per-conversation-
queues at two distinct output-ports at the BUC gateway.
From the view of a data-sender one of these per-conversa-
tion-queues is the “forward queue”, i.e. the queue stores the
packets sent by the data-sender. The other per-conversation-
queue is the “backward queue”, i.e. it stores the ACKs to be
received by the data-sender5. The RFCN algorithm requires
that each forward queue has access to the data structures of
its corresponding backward queue and vice versa. If used in
combination with RFCN, the BUC algorithm calculates the
window at the forward queue, and sets the header field of
ACKs at the corresponding backward queue, as illustrated in
figure 1:

Figure 1 Operation of BUC and RFCN

In order to guarantee updating the data-sender’s window
to the minimum window advertised by any node6 along the
conversation’s route, each server has to update the window-
field in the ACK-header as theminimum(window-field in the
ACK-header, window computed by BUC algorithm).

5 The notions “forward queue” and “backward queue” are only introduced to
be able to explain the algorithm. For a bidirectional TCP conversation each
per-conversation-queue is both, a forward queue and a backward queue.
However, for ease of explanation, we assume unidirectional conversations.

6 According to our network model (section 1.2), either the bottleneck -server
or the data-receiver will advertise the minimum window.
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes the BUC (Buffer Utilization Control)
algorithm, a congestion avoidance algorithm executed exclu-
sively in a gateway we call the “BUC gateway”. The BUC
gateway maintains separate queues per transport-level-con-
versation at each output-port. These “per-conversation-
queues” are served in a round-robin manner. To control the
data-flow of conversations, the BUC algorithm updates a
window in well-defined time-intervals called “epochs”. At
the beginning of each epoch a conversation’s window is
computed as a function of the per-conversation-queue-size
and the window-size of the preceding epoch.

Additionally, we propose a novel signaling mechanism
called RFCN - Reverse Feedback Congestion Notification.
RFCN is applicable to transport protocols using sliding win-
dow flow control, e.g. TCP. Window flow control requires
that the receiver transmits it´s available buffersize to the
sender in a window-field in the ACK-header. The BUC algo-
rithm may update the credit value in this window field to its
computed window to control the transmission rate of a data-
sender. As only the common sliding window flow control
mechanism has to be provided by the transport protocol,
RFCN has the ability of controlling the data flow of transport
entities without needing cooperative transport protocols.
This allows deployment of the BUC algorithm in existing
networks without having to upgrade (TCP) transport entities.

Simulations are performed to evaluate the convergence
behavior and the performance of the BUC algorithm.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Transport layer protocols, considered as the first end-to-
end layer protocols in the OSI reference model, rarely inter-
act directly with the network. As congestion control algo-
rithms implemented in transport protocols necessarily inherit
this end-to-end characteristic, their view to dynamically
changing load situations in the net is restricted causing long
delays in detection of congestion, inaccurate estimation of
the extent of congestion and thereby often improper reaction
to congestion.

The congestion control algorithm employed by the Trans-
mission Control Protocol, TCP [1], is a typical end-to-end
based “sliding-window” mechanism using packet loss as an
indication for congestion. TCP congestion control suffers
from several inefficiencies:
• The goal of TCP congestion control [2] is to adapt the “con-

gestion window” to the bandwidth∗RTT product available
to the TCP-conversation. The time needed by “TCP-
slowstart” to achieve this goal increases with the conversa-
tion’s round-trip-time (RTT) and the required window size
causing slow adaptation of the window and thereby per-
formance loss especially on LFPs1 [3].

• The congestion window oscillates around its optimum value
(the bandwidth∗RTT product) in a wide range as it is either
set to half of its size or to one TCP-segment in case of pack-
et loss [4]. Subsequently the congestion window is in-
creased again until the next packet is lost. This may cause
temporary underutilization of the link and thereby perform-
ance loss in times of a small congestion window or consid-
erable packet loss when the congestion window is large [3].

• Increasing the congestion window until packets are lost
means completely filling the gateway buffers [2]. This en-
larges queueing delays (which is especially harmful for de-
lay-sensitive applications like transactions and telnet) if
gateways use a single FIFO queue, shared by all conversa-
tions at the output-port.

• Detection of packet loss by TCP’s “retransmission timeout”
procedure [2] may take several RTTs. Due to the long re-
sponse time to congestion it is likely that the extent of con-
gestion has changed significantly in the meantime and
TCP’s reaction (decreasing the congestion window) is no
more up to date.

• Due to its limited view to sharing of resources, TCP in com-
bination with simple FIFO queueing causes considerable
unfairness between conversations sharing one path [5].

As only gateways have a unified view of the queueing
behavior over time, the most efficient congestion-detection
and estimation of the extent of congestion is performed in
gateways. The Buffer Utilization Control (BUC) algorithm is
a congestion avoidance mechanism2 implemented in gate-
ways, designed to interact with existing transport protocols
and to avoid the drawbacks of end-to-end based congestion
control. Although BUC is basically able to interoperate with
several transport protocols, as a first step, we only investigate
its interaction with TCP. The reason to privilege TCP among
other transport protocols is simply its wide distribution and
use in the Internet.

1  Long Fat Pipes (LFPs) are links characterized by a high bandwidth * delay
product requiring large windows.

2 Note that we designate BUC as a congestion avoidance algorithm indicat-
ing its ability to detect imminent congestion. On the contrary, TCP is only
able to react to indications of present congestion (i.e. packet loss). Hence
the TCP mechanism is called a congestion control algorithm.


